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Duke chased Bruce. She was rude to Luke. Rex chased
Duke in the park.
The lion saw a very sharp thorn in his paw. The man pulled it out.
Clare dared Rob to go in the crater. Rob was scared. “Take care”
said Clare.
The hamster has ginger fur. It curls up in its cage and eats nuts
and bread.
A man pushes a brown cow up a ladder. A boy thinks the sun will
drown. How silly!
Winny sold a set of chains, a rat’s tail and a pair of smelly, old
trainers.
The toad croaked. He turned into a prince. He had black hair and a
velvet coat.
The wind blew. The waves grew bigger. I knew I was too far from
the beach.
Winny had a bonfire party. She hired a vampire to scare her pals.
But no one was scared!
Condors are a mixture of black and white in colour. Like all
vultures, they eat animals.
Will the spaceman need an operation? No – an injection, some lotion
and a portion of jelly.
He is famous and dangerous. He walks into the forest and steals
eggs. This dinosaur is mean!
He bought some invisible clothes. He thought he was remarkable.
He was bare. How terrible!
Choking with rage, the teacher screamed at the vandals.
When the mighty giant lifted his massive hand, the villagers shrunk
back in fear.
I sprinted after the bus but it was too late. I had missed it.
My hamster likes to sleep all day and scamper about at night.
Terrified of the witch, the little children crouched down behind
the hedge.
“You have thrown our money down the drain!” cried Jack’s mother
as she threw the beans away.
“You’ll never beat me!” jeered Mina as she raced past Tom.
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When I woke up, I was confused, as I didn’t know where I was.
The flowers had drooped, because no one had watered them.
The beautiful swans glide through the calm water.
After climbing the mountain, Zahra was overcome with her
location.
The tiger was stalking the jungle looking for his lunch.
As the sun set, it turned the sky the most incredible orange and
red colour. It looked like it was on fire.
Then he was off, zooming across the grass. Shoo! - you horrid
brute!
With his helmet, he pushed through the huge wooden door and
found himself in a sort of circus ring.
She pointed to a small crater with a notice pinned to the rim.
Beware of the Robodog.
The food bowl must be heavy so the hamster can’t turn it over.
The sun has fallen into the pond. “Get it out, or it will drown”, he
said.
Dave wailed. “Did you buy a pair of smelly old trainers in the boot
sale?
I stroked his throat and pretended to agree. A prince will not live
with an ugly toad.
The lifeboat drew closer and hooted its horn, ready to rescue at
last. Phew!
Sam was dancing with Dustbin Dave and Smelly Nelly at the party.
Stay with the parents for a year until it is ready for some
adventures.
Soon Roxy was deep in conversation with Clare. Meteor Meg was
playing in space and painting a portrait.
It is obvious that we need to find an even more dangerous
dinosaur to catch him.
I will probably need six more bags of gold.
The tailor will buy a needle that is suitable for such fine cloth.
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